CUSTOM IN-EAR MONITORS

WARNING SOUND VOLUME

WARRANTY CONDITIONS

Congratulations on the purchase of your Ears4U custom in-ear
monitors. You can comfortably enjoy a perfect sound-quality due
to the individually customized fit. Because of the high quality
balanced technique, the smallest details are audible and the
various instruments well definable.

Make sure you read all warnings and instructions before using the
Ears4U monitors. Always turn down the volume on your device
before inserting the Ears4U monitors in your ears. Once the in-ear
monitors are brought in, gradually increase the volume to an
average noise level. The use of monitors at high volumes can
permanently damage your hearing. When there is a beep in your
ears or other discomfort, it shows that the music volume is too
high. Read the following guidelines for the maximum time
exposure to sound pressure levels before hearing damage occurs.

Production errors, breakage of the external shell and failure of the
internal components are covered for a period of two years from
the date of purchase. Damage or breakage caused by use contrary
to the operating instructions by Ears4U, normal wear and tear,
incorrect use, negligence, unauthorized repair, are not covered by
the warranty.

To ensure optimal sound quality, it is recommended that you
regularly check your ears for blockages by consulting your doctor.
Also the in-ear monitors need some maintenance. You can read
more about maintanace inside this userguide.
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For more information about warranty, please check
https://www.ears4u.nl

The in-ear monitors feature color coding: red for the right and blue
for left. Place the in-ear monitors with the sound openings in your
ear canal and the cord straight forward. Through a rotation
backwards you can turn the in-ear monitors correctly in the ear.

STORAGE

MAINTANANCE

When reconnecting the cables to the in-ear monitors you should
ensure that the cables are properly connected. On the connectors
on the cables have letter markings. These should match the
monitor side.

To make sure that the in-ear monitors remain undamaged, it is
advisable to store them after use in the supplied storage box. Wrap
the cord around your hand from the jack plug and put it in the
storage box.

Regularly check that the sound openings are free from pollution
and ear wax. Any blockage can be removed using the provided
bracket. The in-ear monitors are equipped with an antibacterial
lacquering and can be cleaned with a damp cloth and possibly
alcohol.
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Check that the in-ear monitors also fits well at the top of the ear by
pulling the top side of the ear upwards. If the monitors fit well it
gives a comfortable feeling. The cord can be bent tightly over the
ear. If the in-ear monitors are not comfortable or after some time
you start getting pain, please contact info@ears4u.nl.
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